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process Muelli: a loop that runs forever and ever raub: okay, so run telinit 6 Muelli: that requires a reboot. How do I stop it?
raub: mmm.. actually, don't know So, I have a 2.6.35.8 kernel installed and I want to use dmraid to install a raid. How do I do
that? That reminds me of the "pendle" in /etc/init.d/ raub: can you just rm the loop file? Rovanion: I'm in the same situation
right now. Trying to get a dmraid on a Lucid box, but it's pretty tedious and really slow. I think I'll end up just just buying an
external drive (or perhaps I'll end up buying two). lokai: yeah. It's just a shell script that runs the daemon at boot, but nothing
more mongolai: What's "very slow"? lokai: hm. how about "init 0"? Would that do the job? Rovanion: pretty fast. It's just
tedious Rovanion: But it's one less thing to worry about. !raid | Rovanion Rovanion: Tips and tricks for RAID and LVM can
be found on and - For software RAID, see Rovanion: (and also gives me more breathing room in my brain) mongolai: I just
can't mount a dmraid, it says "special device /dev/mapper/isw_blahblah does not exist Rovanion: I'm also trying to get it
installed onto a USB stick and boot it up in a Virtual Machine. Rovanion: If you read that first link, it has instructions for
installing on a usb stick mongolai: I am not going to make a package, it is just a normal partition that I want to use with
dmraid. mongolai: I can't seem to do anything with the partion Rovanion: oh, OK
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